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NEW ZEALAND’S RED DEER
Red deer are the most abundant and widespread deer
species in New Zealand and can be found in most regions
of both the North and South Islands. Red deer are also
the game animal species that Kiwis hunt most often
meaning there is no more iconic symbol of New Zealand
hunting than a hard-earned set of mature red stag antlers.
This guide is intended to provide hunters with some basic
information to help judge the age of red stags in the field.
It is not intended to be comprehensive and hunters need
to understand that there will be variations to this guide
and other factors to consider when hunting red deer in
different parts of the county and in different habitats.

IMPORTANCE OF
AGEING STAGS
Good New Zealand red deer management is
all about hunters focusing on targeting mature
stags as well as harvesting their fair share of
breeding hinds (to help achieve a high-quality,
low-density population).
Mature stags have by definition reached their
full potential and their trophy qualities have been
realised. Importantly, over several mating cycles
they have passed on their genes, which
is essential for a strong and healthy herd. On the
other hand, a young stag needs to be given the
chance to fully develop and potentially become
a dominant mature stag. If he is harvested too
early, his true potential and breeding capabilities
are never fulfilled.

DON’T SHOOT
TOMORROW’S
TROPHIES TODAY!

A classic 12-point stag, but is he
mature and at full potential? Will
he be better in another year?

The benchmark for red stag hunting is the achievement of a 12-point trophy, 40 inches in length
and measuring 300 Douglas Score. However, there is far more to red stag maturity than just
the number of antler points and the Douglas Score. Accurately assessing age by considering all
the evidence will give a hunter confidence that they are targeting the right animals and are not
inadvertently removing immature stags with potential to improve.

WHICH ANIMALS SHOULD
WE BE HARVESTING?
STAGS
Ideally, we need to be shooting mature stags (8+ years old), and even more ideally, late mature stags.
At years five to seven a stag is still immature, and in his important development years. At this
point in his life, he may be carrying an impressive head, but is still far from his full potential.
Over the next three years as he approaches maturity, the stag will get considerably bigger and
better. Generally, at the 5–7-year stage they set their antler style but will get more length, mass
and potentially more tines as they grow their head out each year. If the stag is not provided the
opportunity to reach 8 years of age, he will never realise his full potential.
The best time for a red stag to be harvested
is from years 8-12. Stags shouldn’t decline until
after 12 years of age unless feed is a limiting
factor, which it is in any areas that have/have
had too many deer and now have poor feed
quality and quantity.

STAG AGE CLASSES
•
•
•
•

1–4 (juvenile)
5-7 (immature/development years)
8-10 (mature years)
11-12+ (late mature/old)

Big mature stag with a strong
12 point ‘royal’ trophy

HINDS
As a Kiwi hunter, harvesting to feed your family and the
conservation of our native species are just as important as
taking a trophy animal. The good news is that by practicing
good game animal management you can help to achieve all
three.
Achieving a lower density population through a decent hind
harvest will result in healthier herds, and a better male-female
balance. This has the added benefit of providing for better
hunting during the roar as more males compete for a fewer
number of females, and only the best stags get to breed.
If you are hunting for meat, the golden rule is - shoot the
hind, not the spiker or young stag. Not only does that allow the young male time to develop
into a trophy animal, but as females are the breeders, removing some from the population is the
most effective form of hunter-led herd management.

JUVENILE AND IMMATURE
RED STAGS
ONE-YEAR-OLDS (SPIKERS)
Spikers are generally slight in the body
although with good key factors they can
develop quickly, which results in quite a lot of
variation in size. Behaviour-wise they can be a
bit naïve, being a young deer, especially when
they are alone or with other spikers.
It’s important to note that a yearling’s spikes
are not always a great indicator of what he will
develop into as a mature stag. He may be a
slower developing animal, could have suffered
a hard winter as a fawn or had a poor mother.
However, there is plenty of time for him to
catch up and become a promising three or
four-year-old.

If you’re observing a spiker over the
roar period, he is 15-16 months old

TWO AND THREE-YEAR-OLDS
Two and three-year-old stags can be difficult to tell apart but the key point is that these stags
are juveniles.
A three-year-old 10 or 12-point stag may be the biggest stag you’ve ever seen, but he is a long
way from being mature or fulfilling his potential. Look at the length of his main beams and
the length of his points. His antlers, while likely to carry plenty of points are light in the timber
(beam circumference) and points tend to be straight with little curve.
Two and three-year-old stags are typically deeper, wider and longer in the body than a spiker.
They are leggy (their legs are longer than the depth of their chest), they will carry their head
high and they have an angular rump when viewed from the side.

Juveniles 12 and 10-point
stags in the foreground,
mature 12-point stag
behind. Note the
difference in body size,
thickness of the neck and
mane, depth of chest,
width of the rump and
thickness of antler

FOUR AND FIVE-YEAR-OLDS
Four- to five-year-old stags can look impressive
and could be carrying 12-14 points, however
their true potential is yet to be realised. In
general, compared to a mature stag, they will
have lighter timber, shorter antlers and tines.
The development from a four to a five-yearold will be a big jump as he moves into his
immature/development years.
A four or five year old year old stag is starting
to show signs of maturity; his chest is deeper,
he appears less leggy, he looks solid in the body
and has a thick neck and mane during the roar.
He will still carry his head high and appear to
have bright large eyes as all younger stags do.
The key signs of immaturity for hunters to look
for are a flat back, angular rump, high head, and
bright eyes. Keep looking for a more mature
stag within the area.

A four or five-year-old stag stag can carry
good looking antlers and may be very
hard to pass up. However, he is generally
still shorter looking in his main beams (the
frame of his antlers, length, spread and
span is not fully developed) and his points
are also shorter than a mature stag

SIX AND SEVEN-YEAR OLDS
These are the stags you REALLY want to let grow older; they’ve made it this far and are not far
off being mature.
Stags in this age bracket can be the hardest judgement call to make as their antlers can look
impressive while their body will also be showing signs of maturity. However, the jump in overall
antler mass and size from a six to an eight-year-old can be immense, and if hunters want to
shoot exceptional trophies the six and seven-year-olds are the animals that need to be left
to mature.
Key indicators to look for in this age bracket are that the neck will be a bit thinner and head
held slightly higher than a fully-mature stag, their body is getting bulky and curved in the back
but isn’t starting to sag excessively in the belly or neck. Their face will not be as old and scruffy
looking nor eyes as sunken/half-closed as a mature stag.

MATURE RED STAGS
(8+ YEARS OLD)
For some stags their maturity is obvious
but most of the time you need to build an
assessment by observing antlers, body size
and shape, face and behaviour.

YOU CAN’T SHOOT
GREAT STAGS IF YOU
SHOOT GOOD STAGS!

APPEARANCE
Generally, the older the animal the more the
belly sags and the bigger and rounder it’s
back end will be. The length of its legs will
also be about equal to the depth of its chest.
Just as people’s faces age, so do stags.
Younger stags’ faces are more angular while
older stags have faces that are more filled
out and are often scruffier in appearance.
Younger stags’ eyes are bright and stand out
while mature stags’ are more sunken back
due to the development of more muscle
tissue. Mature stags also have a squarer
looking nose.
It is worth noting that before the roar all
stags, young and old, are generally in good
condition. Over the roar period stags will
lose condition as their attention is focused
on mating and consequently a stag’s body
shape and size can look considerably
different in May than it did in March.

MOVEMENT
A young person moves differently to an old
person, this is the same with a stag. Young
stags tend to be springy and nimble on their
feet and carry their head high. Mature stags
tend to move more deliberately, often with a
ponderous, head-low gait, and appear heavier
on their feet.

A spooked mature stag, his head
is up and alert in this instance

ANTLERS
Young stags (two-three years old) will have
developed brow, bey and trey tines, while
top points will be small or not developed at
all producing a triangle or cone shape when
viewed side on. The antlers on mature stags
will appear to form a rectangle when viewed
side on as the top points are fully developed,
balancing out the head.
Antlers get heavier and longer until a stag
reaches maturity. Once the stag is mature,
beam circumference and length changes little,
but as a stag comes through his immature/
development years his beams, points and
antlers will get heavier in general.
Pedicle height is another indicator to be
considered. A young stag will have high,
clearly visible pedicles, while a mature stag’s
pedicles will be lower with the coronets buried
in the hair from the skull. The slightest visible
pedicle is never an old stag, but low pedicles
can still be an immature stag - so pedicle
height alone is not a failsafe evaluation tool.
You need to consider all the other antler and
body indicators too.

A fully developed mature stag will
have crown points that fill out the
top of a rectangle when viewed
from the side, a younger stag will
form more of a triangle

KEY FACTORS FOR STRONG
ANTLER GROWTH
•
•
•
•

Good genetics
Quality and abundance of food
Good environment and season
Deer herd in balance with
its environment
• Healthy animal free of injury
and disease.

A 3-year-old stag with
undeveloped top points

A 5-year-old stag with
developed top points

RED STAG TINES/POINTS GUIDE
Crown / Cup

Back Tine
Inner Royal

Outer Royal

Trey Tine
Bey Tine
Main Beam

Brow Tine
Coronet

Pedicle

Additional top points or crown points include:
• Inner off back tine (inner surroyal)
• Outer off back tine (outer surroyal)
• Further crown points given names as by where they erupt from

ESTIMATING ANTLERS
Antler length can be another indicator
of age. With good genetics and feed, a
mature red stag should reach 40 inches
in antler length. A quick assessment
tool on the hill can be to hypothetically
place the length of a stag’s skull (circa 16
inches in length) along his antlers when
he is looking directly towards you. If you
can fit 2.5 skull lengths along his antlers,
he should measure near 40 inches in
antler length i.e., 16 x 2.5 = 40 inches.
A younger stag’s skull will be shorter
though, so this measurement only works
for mature stags - so do your ageing
first or you will get fooled into thinking
he’s longer and bigger than he really is!

2.5x
2x
1x

With over 2.5 skull lengths along its antlers, this
stag should measure 40 inches in antler length

RED STAG ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
IMMATURE

MATURE

Leggy appearance with a relatively
flat back and angular back end

Sagging belly, dip in the backbone
in front of the hips when relaxed
and legs equal to depth of chest
with a round back end

Bright big eyes and an angular face

Eyes more sunken with a deeper
older looking face

Springy and nimble in the way
it moves

Purposeful movements and heavy
on its feet

Head held high

Head held low

Antler top points small or
undeveloped

Antler top points fully developed
(balanced head)

Lighter antlers with relatively thin
beam and points

Heavier antlers in general with broad
beam circumference

Behaviour more playful, submissive
to more mature dominant stags

Often last in herd to leave cover,
purposeful and will dominate
younger stags

SHOULD I SHOOT HIM?
JUVENILE
LEAVE HIM

IMMATURE

TAKE A GOOD LOOK AND LEAVE HIM

MATURE/LATE MATURE
TAKE HIM!

